
Teaching and Learning Briefings, Half Term 2
Ecco CPD opportunities (Olivia Monaghan)

An outline of the twilights, Routes CPD and Ecco Book Club 

opportunities for HT2. Feedback on the CPD delivered in HT1. 

This term’s T&L focus is on the Live Feedback Policy. 

Effective use and functions of the visualiser (Zoe Lawrence). 

Ideas about how to use the reading aid function, gridlines, zoom and 

many other features of the visualiser to support live feedback in the 

classroom. A guide to the various functions of the visualiser is 

available on the MLE. 

Using the WCF template available in the 

teacher planner, students are given 

specific ways how to improve. Students 

DIRT their work based on misconceptions 

and targets. WAGOLLS provided via 

visualiser to support students. 

CPD Opportunities – HT2

Live Feedback using blank resources (Luke Hemingway and Nichola 

Naylor). 

Using a blank version of the resource provided to students, complete as you 

walk around the room noting misconceptions. This is then displayed under the 

visualiser; students can purple pen their own work. 

Mock feedback: 

1. Use a blank paper to make notes of the common class misconceptions. 

2. Go through the questions in class using the visualiser.

3. Students make corrections in purple.

4. Use notes from the question paper, plus QLA, to plan relevant DIRT 

activities.  

Review of feedback policy 

(Caroline Fancett)

Reflection of the policy and its implementation so far this year. 

Celebrating successes and sharing good practice. 

Twilight on 10th December was to review the policy in departments, 

considering WWW/EBI on live feedback.

Talking Teaching 
& Learning

Welcome! Thank you for joining us for the latest 
edition of ‘Talking Teaching and Learning.’

Twitter: @EccoTeaching
Email: t&lteam@eccoschool.com

Misconceptions are also addressed 
via learning in class and home 
learning. Students are encouraged 
to create their own knowledge 
organisers. 

WCF, Google Classroom and Knowledge Organisers. (Debs 
Thompson and Matt Booker)

mailto:t&lteam@eccoschool.com


Using the orange highlighters
Use the orange highlighter to show 
students where improvements need 
to be made.
It could be used to show pupils how 
much they need to write.
It could be used to highlight key 
words and phrases that you want the 
pupil to look at again. 

. 

Use the visualiser to model answering a question 
live to your class

By modelling how you would answer a question, 
students can follow and learn from your thought 
process.  Question students while you go asking 
questions such as:

What am I doing here?
What comes next?  What should I do next?
What technique am I using here?
Am I finished?
How many marks and why?
What is good about my work?
What could be improved?

Use the clipboard to check for understanding

During a lesson, make notes on your seating plan 
on the clipboard of which students have 
understood ideas / concepts and which have not. 
This can then be used to inform future planning 
and addressing misconceptions.

. 

A look back at the Coaches’ TOTW
Scanning books at the end of the lesson to 
look for whole class misconceptions and 
PROUD

By collecting student books in open / quickly 
scanning them as they hand them in at the 
end of each lesson, a teacher can look at:
The quality of work
Whether students have met the PROUD 
standard
Any common misconceptions 

Use the visualiser to model answering a 
question live to your class

By modelling how you would answer a question, 
students can follow and learn from your thought 
process.  Question students while you go asking 
questions such as:

What am I doing here?
What comes next?  What should I do next?
What technique am I using here?
Am I finished?
How many marks and why?
What is good about my work?
What could be improved?

Have you tried 
any reading 
activities that 
have worked 
well? Email 
them to 
coaches@ecco
school.com

Adapting planning following live 

marking:

1. Live mark a selection of books 

during an activity. 

2. Collate misconceptions (here the 

teacher realises that there are not 

enough specific examples + the 

formation of earthquakes are 

unclear). 

3. Reteach misconceptions + address 

problems with exam technique 

using the visualiser. 

4. Pupil rewrite or adapt their exam 

answer in purple.

5. Teacher checks that pupils have 

understood before moving on. 
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Teaching and Learning Twilight Half term 2
Effective use of the visualiser

to support our new Feedback Policy.

Celebrating work to support 
positive relationships

Using the visualiser to model 
PROUD

Deconstructing work
using highlighters. 

Promoting discussion through 
questioning

Answering exam questions 
collaboratively 

Self and peer assessment
Using mark schemes



Advent Calendar 

Thanks to Beth Taylor, 
Charlotte Garrett, Zoe 
Lawrence, Charlotte 
Perkins, Christine Clarke, 
Emma Shields, Rebecca 
Woods,  Jodie Lindley and 
Jen Mann for sending 
positive postcards home 

“Amy Stevens showed me a fab way of considering a short extract of text, in 
relation to a whole novel. In the corner of the extract you draw a small timeline 
and indicate on it where the extract appears. At either side you then write any 
ideas about things that happen before or after it, thus developing whole novel 
learning.” Jo Davy

Throughout December the T&L Elves were kept busy delivering prizes for all the fantastic entries to the 
T&L advent calendar! Thanks to all staff who got involved! 

Examples of festive 
starters sent in by 
Charlotte Garrett, 
Rebecca Barnes, Kim 
Willoughby and 
Christine Clarke 

We received lots of examples of 
text that had been annotated 
by students to help them 
develop understanding of what 
they had read. This is a great 
example from Lindy Marsden. 

Examples of 
purple pen 
improvements 
from Ruby 
Linden and 
Christine Clarke 

An example of a literacy idea shared by a colleague:  


